There was a large attendance the previous week at a drawing-room meeting at Mrs. Gilbert Samuel's, when various speakers dwelt on the advantages derived from an annual holiday by these hard-working poorly-paid girls. Miss Ravenhill, whose finished elocution made all that she said doubly attractive, spoke on the hygienic view of the subject. In pointing out the obvious economy of preserving the health of working women by country visits, and, even by the conventional summer excursions, she did not lose sight of the wealth of new ideas thus introduced into the monotonous lives of keen, activeminded factory hands. The National Health Society may well congratulate itself on ranking Miss Ravenhill amongst its lecturers, for she is not only a remarkably fluent speaker, but she has that sound knowledge of her subject which wins the instinctive confidence of an audience.
The factory girls should benefit substantially by the publicity given to their needs and their deserts.
NORTH LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION.
The Hospital for Consumption at Mount Yernon is such an imposing-looking structure that one is surprised to find it only accommodates sixty patients. The With this plan the nurses' classes and lectures could very well be arranged, and one, two, or more nurses could be sent off at once, according to the condition of the wardsIn this way the full staff could be on during the busy hours of the morning, and there would always be two nurses in the ward during meal time. The hours of the head nurse and of her first assistant or senior, who would always be a third year nurse, should be so arranged that one or the other should be in the ward at all times during the day, and that both should never be absent at the same time.
These are some of the conditions under which I think the three years' course could be successfully adopted. It would possibly not be advisable to try to alter the present conditio*1 at one stroke, but to make the changes gradually, so that m the course of the next five years the new system could be adopted in all our good schools. Another consideration m connection with the subject is the co-operation of the largfr with the smaller hospitals, but this I must leave to be dis* cussed at some other time.
In conclusion, I would suggest that a chairman and com* mittee be appointed from the present convention to draw up a plan based somewhat upon the lines which have been suggested in this paper. The durbar tent used for the Viceroy's reception was a vast hall, beautifully carpeted, and everyone revolved round the host like planets round the sun, no one being expected to turn his or her back, or sit down in his presence. We rubbed elbows with rajahs and the grandest dignitaries in the land, everyone being in full dress. One rajah had a handsome coat, with a fleur-de-lis, about four inches long and three broad, composed of diamonds, on each breast. Many of the rajahs and other native gentlemen spoke English perfectly. The Viceroy's drawing-room was beautifully furnished, and it was well-nigh impossible to realise that they were tents, for they had proper fire-places and glass windows. The extremely neat, though striking, uniform of two quiet and lady like nursing sisters was much admired by many present. Some of the troops moved on from the durbar to Wagiristan, and it is said that orders came for the Gurrkhas to march, and the very next morning, when the medical officer visited the Gurrkha Hospital, he found it empty, for the sick had deserted their beds at the prospect of war.
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